Absiracf-This correspondence considers a system with a linear time-invariant part and a nonlinearity or time-varying gain in a feedback loop, and obtains conditions for the exponential boundedness of the signals, utilizing the passive operator technique. It turns out that the transfer function of the linear part shifted in argument has to satisfy the same conditions as for stability in order to ensure exponential boundedness.
I. INTRODUCTIOS
Studies in the qualitative behavior of feedback systems have thus far been madly confined to the determination of criteria for asymp t.otic and input-out,put st.ability [I] . In many situations it would be of interest. to have a bet,ter knowledge of the behavior of signals in the system, such as the rate of decay [2] . An att,empt in this direction has been made iu this correspondence by considering a system consisting of a. linear time-invariant. part and a nonlinear or timevarying gain in cascade in a feedback loop, and deriving conditions for the L2 boundedness of e< exp ( a t ) , where e, represents signals in the system.
NATHENATICAL PRELIN~ARIES
Here deta.iled definitions will be omitted a.s these can be found in where G and N are the operators defined in Section 11. Definition: The system defined by (1) is said to be exponent.ially bounded with order a, if el and e~ are in Lf, Le., 11 ei exp ( a t ) 11 < m and 11 e e x p (at) 11 < m.
The problem is to find under what conditions inputs Z I ,~ belonging to LU are mapped into el and e which are also in LP. Now, for convenience, the system is transformed in steps as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The t.ransfonned signa.ls in Fig. 3 Lemma 2 Let Q be a positive (strongly positive) operator; let r be a timevarying gain. Then rQr is posit.ive (strongly positive).
PToof: Let x E IT,,,. Referring to Fig. 3 , let 11f = z( j w ) + ~j w where conditions 1) and 2) hold. Now, the inputs to the system are in L. H I k strongly positive as per (3) From (2) it follows that el and e 2 are in L a .
The result for N E N o , can be established similarly using t,he corresponding mult.iplier. These resdts can be improved by extending the interval of definition of the mult,iplier from [0, m ) to ( -Q , m ) ~4 1 .
Themem 2
The system (1) with 1 1 ' E Nt is exFonentially bounded with order a if there e.nists an H ( s ) such that 1 ) H ( s -j 3 ) is strictly positive real (SPR);
2) H ( s ) [ G ( s -a) + 1 / K ] is SPR;
3) f I 2Bf(l -f/K). 
EXPLANATION OF THE RESULTS
The results of the optimization problem considered in Section I become obvious if the corresponding optimization problem of an equivalent system is considered. The system equivalent to (1) for the performance indices considered i s the simple decoupled linear system giwn by x 1 = u1
x 2 = u2
